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CRUDE AND LNG: DOWN, NOT QUITE OUT
CRUDE RECOVERING FROM PANDEMIC, LNG TO STRUGGLE
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WHAT WE KNOW
¨ Crude oil demand was smashed by up to 30 million bpd at 

peak of coronavirus lockdowns, almost one-third of total 
global demand

¨ OPEC+ output curbs, involuntary shutdowns in other 
producers have sparked price recovery, market is 
rebalancing, but may take longer than anticipated

¨ LNG spot prices in Asia hammered by “perfect storm” of 
massive oversupply, weak demand growth and milder 
weather

¨ LNG supply overhang to continue, prices have likely shifted 
structurally lower
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FINAL THOUGHTS
¨Crude prices can only stay above $40 if output cuts 

are maintained, until pre-pandemic demand returns
¨Export-orientated refiners in Asia will struggle for 

strong margins on China exports, producer cuts
¨LNG prices have shifted structurally lower, spot to 

grab bigger share 
¨Some new LNG projects are at risk of cancellation, but 

oversupply to persist
¨LNG is almost certainly cheaper, more reliable bet 

than either pipeline gas or coal (but not renewables)
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Macquarie Capital offers global corporate finance, investing and development 
capabilities underpinned by deep specialist expertise across a range of sectors

Macquarie Capital at a glance

Macquarie Capital

Infrastructure and Energy Group (IEG)

~15,704
employees across

31 markets

~$US30b
market 

capitalisation

28 years
MBL S&P ‘A” 

credit rating

$380.2b
assets under 
management

Blueleaf Energy
Macquarie-GIG Asia’s solar 
platform; operating on stand-
alone basis

Asia

200+
experts

+2.5GW

development 
ventures

in construction & 
development 
pipeline
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The Blueleaf Energy team offers capabilities to develop, deliver and manage solar assets 
across Asia.

Proven expertise and track-record

Blueleaf Energy’s solar expertise brings significant benefits to Off-takers

Established solar team across Asia

Blueleaf Energy team

Employees in Hamburg, Germany 
providing Engineering, Purchasing 
& Quality and R&D expertise to 
support the Asia business

8

47 S
ta
ff

10 S
ta
ff

65 Experienced management and staff are located in 
Singapore, Japan, Philippines and Germany

Strong management team
Stable management with low turnover, 
average 8+ years of solar experience

Development team
Project development 
and project finance 

experience

EPC management capabilities
Capabilities in design, procurement 
and quality assurance and project 

management

Scalable AM capabilities
Commercial and technical 

asset management capabilities, 
and remote monitoring centre

Additional value-
add expertise
R&D and battery 
storage technical 

knowledge, and local 
site selection experience
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Solar contracting options across Asia
Availability of renewable energy procurement options varies by country, main opportunities lie in 
onsite PPAs (behind-the-meter)
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Corporate Renewable Energy Sourcing Models
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There are several aspects to be considered when thinking about a PPA commercial contract

Key ConsiderationsPPA

On-Site ON-Grid PPAs

A corporate power purchase agreement (PPA) is a long-term contract under 
which a business agrees to purchase electricity directly from an energy 
generator. Some of the main challenges in structuring such deals can be 
articulated via the PPA Trilemma

Is now possible to save substantial money on energy bills through a solar 
PPA, but there are some key aspect to think about:

PPA Tenor and escalation

• The longer the tenor of a PPA the longer you have to pay back the capital
• What are you drivers?
• Escalation options 

• for fixed escalation
• No escalation
• floating tariff with ceiling and floor

Bankability 

A PPA is a financial commitment for 25 years and both parties need to be 
bankable

• Is your local operating business bankable for 20 years?
• Can you organisation give a parent guarantee?

The investor (solar provider) must also be bankable as a long term 
investment partner

Quality 

Other items to consider is the bankability of the equipment suppliers and 
quality of the system
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Typical PPA structures

Pay-as-produced volume and profile
An agreed percentage of production is 
sold by the producer to the offtaker
The offtaker pays according to the agreed 
pricing structure regardless of how much 
energy is produced or when it 
is produced

Fixed price
A fixed price is agreed per MWh. This can 
either be indexed or kept flat on a 
nominal basis

Fixed volume and profile
An agreed volume of energy is sold and 
delivered by the producer to the off-taker 
at a pre-agreed time
The producer may have to use the spot 
market to purchase energy for delivery in 
times of low production

P-a-P volume but fixed profile
An arrangement whereby the offtaker 
buys an agreed percentage of production 
over an agreed period of time, but it is the 
producer that carries the “cannibalisation 
risk” over the life of the PPA

Fixed volume but P-a-P profile
The project delivers a pre-agreed volume 
of energy, but the delivery is spread out 
over an agreed period of time in 
accordance with the actual production 
profile
The offtaker carries the ”cannibalisation 
risk” but not the production volume risk

Floor pricing
A floor structure guarantees the producer 
a minimum price, whilst maintaining the 
upside potential to sell at market prices 
above the floor. This flexibility usually 
comes at a fixed cost per MWh or some 
upside sharing with the buyer

Collar pricing
A collar structure also features a price 
floor for the producer, but rather than 
charging a fixed cost for the provision of 
the floor, there will be a cap on the upside 
of the merchant price range
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There are several site considerations when thinking about a PPA, that can be more important 
that the commercial contract 

Construction ConsiderationsSite Suitability 

Solar – On-site Considerations

Sizing a solar system

There are really 3 things that limit the size of a solar system 

• The electricity demand
• Roof space available
• Regulatory restrictions 

Electricity Profile

It is not cost efficient to build a solar system that can not sell all of its output

• Most countries do not allow export of electricity – self consumption only
• Know your data, and start recording now
• Preferably a solar company needs 15 min interval data for the whole year

Workplace Health and Safety

• Site safety and design consideration 
should start during the first visit

Roof Access

• Most countries have strict requirements for ladders and stairs
• Most corporates have stricter rules

Other considerations

• Tier 1 components
• Procurement and construction time
• Inverter locations
• Walkways on roofs
• Temporary access and lifting areas
• Laydown areas

WHSE MATTERS TO YOUR BUSINESS BUT SAFETY AND QUALITY 
NEED NOT BE EXPENSIVE

REMEMBER: Everyone should win from a solar PPA, but remember if a PPA 
deals looks to good to be true, it probably is.

Roof Condition

• Can your roof last 20 years?
• Should you replace that roof now, and 

expect that this is owners cost
• Structural – is you roof strong enough?

The lifetime of the asset is important to 
consider so only buy a Tier 1 components, 
properly design and installed systems



Electricity Contract
Choices in Singapore
A large buyers guide
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Case Study - Manufacturing 
Business

S t a t i s t i c s

10MW
Flat  Load

High Tension
Large Customer

$0.09/kWh 7,440,000
kWh per month

$850,000
Total bill per month 

(excluding GST)

Contracted energy price



What makes up your electricity bill?
N o r t h m o r e  G o r d o n

Energy

Network charges

Market Development
Charges

Carbon Price

Energy Market Charges



2020 Wholesale Energy Prices $/kWh
N o r t h m o r e  G o r d o n
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This 10MW customer would have 
saved $750,000 so far this year if they 

were paying the wholesale price.



Wholesale Electricity Price
N o r t h m o r e  G o r d o n
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Futures Market Prices
N o r t h m o r e  G o r d o n
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Electricity Swap – Contract for Difference
N o r t h m o r e  G o r d o n



Other contract options - Caps
N o r t h m o r e  G o r d o n

A cap contract places a ceiling on the pool price for electricity

The seller will compensate the buyer if the pool price is higher 
than the strike price

Elements of contract
• Premium $/MWh
• Strike Price (Cap)
• Duration
• Volume
• Reference Price
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Strategic Electricity Procurement
N o r t h m o r e  G o r d o n

1 2 3 4 5

Strategic review
• What is my risk appetite
• Can I curtail my load
• Will my load change over time?
• Can I install onsite generation?

Develop procurement plan
• Price
• Duration
• Blend of contract options

Go to market 
Secure initial contracts

Monitor the market to take 
advantage of favourable 

price movements

Review plan as required



Keep in touch with us.
N o r t h m o r e  G o r d o n

Cheryl Bowler
+65 9270 4344
c.bowler@northmoregordon.com
www.northmoregordon.com
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